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WHAT IS CRYPTONITRO?

 

CryptoNitro is an NFT racing game based on GTA online
races, with a healthy economic method, which aims
to bring brands to the metaverse.

GAMEPLAY
Based on skill, CryptoNitro have a deep gameplay,
with physics, you can control acceleration, breaks, 
steering wheel. Tracks are fun and each race is unique.

No Play to Earn, the game is PVP only,
preventing the generation of new tokens and money
being removed from liquidity.

Our NFTs are true works of  art, each car is unique and can be
used within the game, there will be special editions and cars
wrapped by partner brands, super exclusive.

CryptoNitro will by played in a city called NitroCity, we will launch the city 
as a open world in the future, there, brands can do marketing, we can launch
features to create more utility to our token.



Game math is not clear to the community, with unnecessary elements 
its may cause misunderstanding and eventually losses. 

PROBLEMS

There is a lot of problems that NFT gamers encounter playing and investing in games:

HIGH ENTRY BARRIES

 

Devs and founders must be active characters in a community, not only participating 
in AMAs, but talking directly to the community using social medias.

DISTRUST OF GAME ECONOMY
Projects use high income promises to build a community and create a value
to their token, unfortunately, it may cause a collapse on the token price 
and the entire ecosystem will collapse.

SEPARATION BETWEEN TEAM AND COMMUNITY

Players have a lot of problems to join NFTs games, most of the problems is the
inflate cost to buy an NFT.

Non-Crypto users needs to learn complex crypto concepts, such as the
different types of networks, how to use the Metamask, before even playing.



SOLUTIONS

TRANSPARENCY
Our team will be active characters in our community, not only participating in AMAs, 
but also playing, and interacting in the social medias.

The game math is simple, directly and the players success depends all of them.

HEALTHY ECONOMY
With the compete to earn model, we will avoid the biggest problem in NFT
games, rewards will come from other players, not from a vault.

NON-CRYPTO USERS
We have a special attention for this category of player, so we are
creating a mechanism  to make CryptoNitro feels like a normal game, 
not like an NFT game, it includes a user-friendly gateway to buy 
Nitrox (our currency) directly from the liquidity, also we are 
creating a Free Game mode, and mechanisms to players acquire 
one free NFT.

NON-CRYPTO USERS
We have a marketing plan, for a long term, to 
keep our community playing and growing.



GAME FEATURES

CryptoNitro is a blockchain-based multiplayer racing game with a focus on 
competitiveness and skill. The blockchain is needed to somehow monetize the
game, either through the token needed for buying, selling NFTs, upgrades,
betting, entering tournaments. Launch Features:

• MULTIPLAYER PVP
• COLLECTIONS
• CAR LEVELS
• MARKETPLACE
• THREE TRACKS
• TWO GAME MODES
• ONE FREE-TO-PLAY MODE

More Tracks and Game Modes are planned 
after the game launch.



GAMEPLAY
Player can control some  factors of 

the car such as: 

•Accelerate,
•Brake,
•Control steering wheel, 
•Activate power-up.

Cars have physics and can crash into each 
other, the power-up increases the car speed
for a certain time. Tracks will be based on
GTA Online, with Wallrides,Loopings and 
Ramps, making each race unique.



COMPETE TO EARN

CryptoNitro is a game based on skill and competitiveness, different from others NFT games, only the winners is 
rewarded, and the reward comes from a bet pot, created with both racers funds.

This concept is called “compete to earn” it’s more closer to the usual game industry.
the token will support the ecosystem. marketplace, tournaments, races, collections.



COLLECTIONS
To play the game you must have a car from any collection. Each car allows you to play seven races, every
twenty-four hours. This mechanism is essential for the cars to be constantly valued. 

Currently, we have 3 models:
• The One
• Sheepy
• Van Diesel

Each collection have a limited number of cars, also some special editions will
be created in special events, like tournaments sponsored by a brand. 
CryptoNitro is expected to launch with 10 cars.



METAVERSE

We have a plan to create our own city on metaverse, called NitroCity, there CryptoNitro will be an open world
car race game, a concept next to GTA Online with multiple players online.
There will be crews, events, special events about the game lore, a outdoors reserved for marketing for brands.
Nitrox will be the token that will support the entire city.

NitroCity development is expect to start after CryptoNitro's launch.





MARKET ANALISYS

$21.1 Billion

$2.7 Trilion 

$37 Billion 

Market Tokens

Market Automobilism

Market NFT Market





TOKEN

Token name: Nitrox ($NOX) 
Network: Binance Smart Chain (BEP20) 
Supply: 150.000.000

PLAY
With Nitrox you can access NitroCity and races against the
best racers in the world.

TOURNAMENTS
Join sponsored tournaments and earn prizes
and cars.

COLLECTIONS
You can use your $NOX to build the best
and powerful car collection of the metaverse.



Round Supply (%) Tokens Price Raising in USD TGE Supply (%) TGE Supply Cliff Vesting

Seed Round 4% 6,000,000 $0.040 $240,000 6% 360,000 4 10 

Private Round 9% 13,500,000 $0.075 $1,012,500 10% 1,350,000 3 9 

Public Sale 3% 4,500,000 $0.1 $450,000 20% 900,000 0 6 

Treasury 25% 37,500,000 - - 0% 0 2 46 

Community 20% 30,000,000 - - 0% 0 0 30 

Team 12% 18,000,000 - - 0% 0 3 45 

Liquidity, MM, CEX 10% 15,000,000 - - 15% 2,250,000 0 24 

Ecosystem Development 15% 22,500,000 - - 0% 0 6 20 

Advisors 2% 3,000,000 - - 0% 0 5 14 

Total 100% 150,000,000  $1,702,500  4,860,000   
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GO-TO-MARKET 
STRATEGY

EXPLORE OUR PARTNER'S COMMUNITIES

We are building partnerships to explore their communities, c
two of our partners are committed to help us, we will explore
Ushark and Cryptobank communities using an airdrop and
marketing strategy.

EXPLORE OUR PARTNER'S COMMUNITIES
 We are aiming the largest NFT/Crypto market to bring crypto influencers

(Thailand, Brazil, USA), we have a list of influencers that we will offer a 
long-term partnership to create content, livestreams and more.

EXPLORE NON-CRYPTO USERS
 We are developing with our partner Easypay a gateway 

to allow non-crypto users to buy Nitrox using traditional
payment methods, directly from our liquidity and with the 
lowest fee possible.

PAID TRAFFIC
 It will be a tool to boost the strategies described

above, we will use famous platforms to
reach our public; Youtube, Instagram, Facebook, 
Twitter, Tiktok, Discord and Telegram.



https://www.linkedin.com/in/noelgomes/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcos-antonio-lima/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gabriel-pereira-017951162/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ericsilvalima/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jordanp23/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicolashbc/


https://www.linkedin.com/in/juanpabloboeira/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/neor-basteker/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcos-antonio-lima/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/noelgomes/
http://instagram.com/Oenzonakase






CONTACT US

If you are interested in hearing more from our team of dedicated experts about how you can become 
part of the biggest automotive show on WEB 3.0, please contact us:


